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Manipulating the way in which colloidal particles self-organise is a central principle in the design and realisa-
tion of contemporary soft matter materials. The design of complex structures via self-organisation requires the
use of building blocks that interact with one another in a highly specific manner. The fabrication of such build-
ing blocks is however often inhibited by the complexity of the currently available synthesis procedures. Here
we demonstrate, by using easily accessible magnetic colloids, that we can create a variety of building blocks
suitable for hierarchical self-organisation. Using computer simulations, we have investigated the suitability of
magnetic colloids, spherical and cubic in shape, to form small clusters with reproducible structural and mag-
netic properties. Cluster formation was driven by the compression of colloids within spherical confinement. We
find that, while the structure of these clusters is highly reproducible, their magnetic character is dependent on
the shape of the constituent magnetic particles. Cubic particle shape frustrates the minimisation of the cluster
energy, resulting in variations of the resulting cluster’s magnetic configuration. Spherical particles, however,
have the rotational degrees of freedom to produce equivalent magnetic configurations more readily. Building
upon these results, we validate the ability of magnetic trimers to form hierarchical assemblies, proving that the
spherical magnetic particles presented here can offer a route to effectively design a viable approach for novel
self-assembly processes. Understanding how the geometry of the constituent particles determines the final mag-
netic properties of the clusters, provides an effective way to construct building blocks suitable for the next level
of hierarchical assembly.
A contemporary goal common in the soft matter field aims
at creating building blocks with specific functionalities. Using
these nano- to micro-scale building blocks, scientists are en-
visaging of engineering materials with controllable properties
[1–5]. For this reason, recent years have seen the development
of a plethora of new approaches to colloidal particle prepara-
tion, from classical wet-chemistry synthesis methods [6–15]
to physical and lithographic techniques [16–22]. Solely using
a building block’s shape is a powerful way to control structure
formation [23–25], however to obtain increasingly functional
building blocks, chemists have to imbibe them with a "code"
that specifically defines the way in which the particles will
spontaneously assemble. These "codes" are usually formu-
lated by using chemical [26–28] or physical[6, 7, 29] surface
modifications. While novel colloidal preparation methods are
on the rise, synthetic complexity and low yields still remain
the most common limiting factors to obtain complex macro-
scopic materials via colloidal self-organisation. Recently, it
has been shown that carefully designed preassembly of sim-
ple colloidal particles, with interactions programmed by DNA
coatings, allows the preparation of a variety of new crys-
talline structures[30]. Preassembly of readily available col-
loidal particles into defined structures that can be used them-
selves as building blocks, is a powerful method and allows
the use of well-known traditional colloidal units to make ex-
otic and novel architectures. In this context, magnetic parti-
cles are promising candidates to tailor particle assembly[31].
The main advantage is that magnetic dipolar interactions not
only allow the direct formation of predefined structures with-
out a supplemental need for chemical or physical function-
alization, but also have the potential to enable tuning of the
formed structure with the application of external magnetic
fields[7, 31].
Here we explore, using computer simulation, the design
of complex magnetic building blocks from experimentally
accessible magnetic particles. The magnetic spherical and
cubic particles are compressed in spherical confinement, to
form building blocks, mimicking known emulsion templating
techniques[32]. Depending on the starting number of parti-
cles in the compression environment, we obtain clusters com-
posed of n = (2− 10) particles. We have elucidated both the
structural and magnetic configurations of the particles within
the clusters. In our analysis we find that, while the structural
organisation of the obtained building block is robust in both
cases, the magnetic configuration is consistent for spheres but
not cubes due to the intrinsic difference in anisotropy, which
in the latter case causes frustration in the alignment of the
dipoles. An observation suggesting that spheres, in this sce-
nario, are better candidates for use in self-assembly studies.
To conceptualise this assertion we show that clusters of three
magnetic spheres have the ability to readily form extended as-
semblies in a hierarchical fashion. This work introduces a new
principle and associated rules to experimentally design mag-
netic building blocks capable of self-organising into structures
unattainable for the simple constituent magnetic colloids.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Compression Mechanism
The compression mechanism used to prepare clusters of
magnetic particles is schematically shown in Figure 1a. In
order to emulate existing experimental procedures[32], a fixed
number n of magnetic particles is placed randomly within
a spherical confinement, initialised to a radius large enough
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2to prevent the imposition of any confinement effects on the
initial aggregation of the particles. The spherical volume
is uniformly decreased over the course of a simulation to
resemble the experimental observations during evaporation
of emulsion droplets in colloidal cluster formation from
water-in-oil emulsions[32]. For each cluster size we repeat
the compression a total of 50 times, to test the reproducibility
of the procedure and allow for the resulting structures to
be compared[33]. In the simulations, the particles are
propagated using Langevin molecular dynamics performed
for a fixed number of particles, at a fixed temperature, and
at a systematically varied ’fixed’ volume. The scheme by
which the droplet volume is reduced is discussed in the
Methods section and visualised in Figure 6, the protocol
outlined follows a exponential decay to allow time for cluster
equilibration as the droplet shrinks. The interaction between
particles consists of a short-range repulsion to prevent
particle overlap, and the dipolar potential to characterise the
long-range magnetic interaction. In experiments, clusters are
formed when all the solvent in the droplet evaporates and
the constituent particles are held together by van der Waals
forces which arise upon particle contact. In simulation, each
replica is considered complete when a force threshold is
reached, indicating imminent confinement violation. Note
that in our simulations we do not explicitly consider capillary
forces, as these seem to be inconsequential in the formation
of comparable colloidal clusters[34]. Similarly, due to the
likelihood of low Reynolds number flow within individual
droplets and the low density of the solvent, the hydrodynamic
coupling between particles is expected to be slight and is
thus neglected. Further information regarding the simulation
protocol used is detailed in the Methods section and should
be consulted prior to the subsequent sections to contextualise
these results.
Cube Clusters
Cubes clusters are prepared using particles with rounded
edges, a well-known feature of hematite colloids, the only
known naturally occurring permanently magnetised micron-
size colloidal system [31, 35–38]. The choice of cubic-like
particles follows from their precise anisotropic shape com-
bined with well understood magnetic properties as reported
by some of the authors in another work[31]. The particles
used for the simulations are illustrated in Figure 1b. Their sur-
face is constructed by overlapping spheres of equal diameter,
these sub-units are arranged according to a superball geome-
try (Methods, Equation 4) with a shape parameter of m = 4.
The dipole moment µ in such particles is known to lie at a
face-tilted angle of 12◦ from the space diagonal [31]. The
magnitude of µ is set via the experimentally derived dipole
coupling parameter λ, the specifics of which can be found,
along with further details regarding the particle model, in the
Methods section. An overview of the clusters obtained for
n = (2− 10) is displayed in Figure 2a, where both the struc-
ture and dipolar configuration of representative clusters are re-
ported. The clusters presented here are those with the lowest
FIG. 1. Compression Mechanism and Particle Model. (a) A fixed
number of particles was placed within a spherical confinement repre-
senting the emulsion droplet, an example for n = 6 cubes is shown.
The available volume is slowly decreased over the course of a simu-
lation, resembling the evaporation of water from a droplet. (b) Cubes
are constructed from sub-units of spheres arranged to form the sur-
face a superball geometry with a shape parameter of m = 4. The
wire-frame shown in the first two views is provided to highlight the
exact superball surface. In the final view, the orientation of the par-
ticle dipole moment µ, is visualised with its 12◦ tilt from the space
diagonal. (c) Spheres, with a shape parameter of m = 2, are con-
structed in an analogous fashion to facilitate comparisons. The ap-
proximation to perfect spherical geometry is indicated, again by the
wire-frame. The orientation of µ with respect to the particle geome-
try is no longer relevant due to symmetry, but indicated for complete-
ness.
values of the 2nd moment of the mass distributionM2.
The top row of Figure 2a highlights the arrangement of
particles within the cluster, which follows closely the series
of platonic solids for n > 4 (e.g. n = 4: tetrahedron,
n = 6: octahedron), based on the center of mass of each
particle. The geometry of these clusters is commensurate
to that of non-magnetic spherical clusters as reported in
both experiments[32, 39] and simulations[33, 40]. Small
deviations in geometry are due to specific particle surface
properties that can either promote particle adsorption to
the interface[39], or complete dispersion in the drying
droplets[32]. This observation suggests that the magnetic
interaction plays a secondary role to the confining forces.
One can therefore expect that confinement is the driving
force during evaporation. Turning to the lower row we
show how the dipoles are configured within the clusters.
Immediately we can see that the arrangement of the magnetic
moments of the particles is frustrated, as can be seen by
the absence of closed rings that are necessary to minimize
the magnetic energy. It appears that cube’s sole route to
minimise the magnetic flux of a given cluster is through the
formation of anti-parallel pairs. As a result of this behaviour,
the remanent magnetisation for cube clusters is typically
determined entirely by a single particle whose search for the
ideal energetically favourable magnetic configuration cannot
contribute to the symmetry of the cluster, this is most clearly
seen in clusters for n = 3 and 5.
Sphere Clusters
Spherical particles with well-defined magnetization in the
3FIG. 2. Clusters Post Confinement. Visualisations of clusters for n = (2− 10) for (a) cubes and (b) spheres, achieved after the confinement
procedure. The clusters shown represent the structures with the lowest 2nd moment of the mass distribution,M2. The upper row of images
in each figure shows the structure of the clusters obtained, this closely follows the progression of the platonic solids. The lower row gives a
description of the magnetic character of the clusters. The dipole of individual particles is shown as a red and blue bar.
micron-size range are not easy to prepare from naturally oc-
curring magnetic materials. This is because of the crystalline
nature of most magnetic materials in combination with their
general tendency to become multidomain at the sub-micron
length scale. However, it has recently been demonstrated that
one can encase hematite cubes in a spherical polymeric shell
[41], effectively producing spherical particles with a perma-
nent dipole moment. Accounting for the availability of this
experimental protocol, we consider here the use of spheri-
cal particles that possess the same magnetic properties as the
hematite cubes. We model our spherical particles in a fashion
analogous to the cubes, in which sub-units of spheres are ar-
ranged according to a spherical geometry (superball m = 2,
Equation 4) with the same repulsive and dipole potentials ac-
tive. Due to the re-introduction of spherical particle symme-
try, the dipole moment orientation relative to the geometry is
no longer relevant. The magnitude of the dipole moment and
volume is kept constant between the particle types, given that
these quantities are directly proportional. This procedure acts
to realise an experimental version of hematite cube particles
embedded in a spherical shell with diameter equal to the cube
space diagonal. This equivalency is elaborated on further in
the Methods section. An overview of the clusters obtained for
n = (2− 10) is displayed in Figure 2b, where, as before, the
structure and dipolar configuration of the representative clus-
ters are shown in the upper and lower row respectively. To
facilitate a fair comparison, the clusters presented adhere to
the lowestM2 criterion already imposed. Shown in Figure 2b
and in a similar fashion to the cubic clusters we find a progres-
sion of the platonic solids for n > 4, this closely follows the
evolution seen in non-magnetic spherical colloidal clustering
from experiments[32]. Again, this identification is relative to
the center of mass for the spheres. The insights from the pre-
vious section regarding the dominance of confinement over
magnetic forces are valid once again. Turning our attention to
the lower row with dipoles, we can already visually identify
configurations with significantly more ordering of the mag-
netic moments than those observed for cube clusters. Ring
formation has reasserted itself, moreover, we see the appear-
ance of distinct layers in the configuration of the dipoles. One
can argue that these begin to manifest from n > 4, starting
with two layers of anti-parallel pairs. Due to the prevalent re-
turn of flux closure in these clusters, we expect the remanent
magnetisation to be less in comparison to the equivalent cube
clusters.
Cluster Comparison
In the preceding analysis we selected a single cluster from the
set of replicas for each value of n according to the minimal
M2 criterion. In contrast to this specificity, we will now ad-
dress quantitatively the variability across all replicas for each
cluster size and make comment on the reproducibility of the
structures discussed thus far. Figure 3 shows the three quanti-
ties used for the analysis and comparison of cube (left column)
4and sphere (right column) clusters. Namely,
M2 =
n∑
i=1
(rcm − ri)2, (1)
M = |
n∑
i
µi|, (2)
Um =
n∑
i,j
Um(rij ,µi,µj). (3)
M2 is the second moment of the mass distribution, where rcm
represents the center of mass of the cluster and ri the location
of each individual surface site, which allow for the geome-
try and orientation of the particles to be implicitly accounted
for. M denotes the scalar magnetisation (or total dipole mo-
ment) of the cluster. Um is the total magnetic interaction en-
ergy where Um is the dipole interaction between two particles
i and j as defined in the Methods section. These observables
are plotted as a function of the time evolution of the simula-
tions, i.e. the progression as the droplet evaporates, expressed
in terms of the number of time-steps ∆t. Each observable is
normalised in a manner that allows the data for different clus-
ter sizes and particle types to be viewed on an equal footing.
We present here the evolution for n = 3, a cluster type that
we will explore the assembly of later in this work. Equivalent
datasets for all other cluster sizes investigated are presented in
the Supporting Information (Figures S1-S8).
To begin let us consider each particle type separately. For
cubic particles (Figure 3 column 1), M2 (row 1) for each
replica converges to the same value, indicating that the same
structural arrangement of particles is being reproduced in a
regular, repeatable fashion. M2 provides a measure of the
distribution of the particles in the cluster and thus a measure
of how the particles are arranged in space. Following the evo-
lution of M (row 2) we observe a lack of convergence over
the course of confinement. M describes the magnitude of the
cluster magnetic moment, an indication of the remanent mag-
netisation i.e. the propensity of a cluster to maintain mag-
netic character. One can conclude then that although replicas
readily form equivalent structural arrangements, the spread in
the remanent magnetisation of the resultant clusters suggests
the dipoles within a cluster must be oriented differently. This
is further corroborated by considering Um (row 3), the total
magnetic interaction energy, where we again note a deviation
in the final values. This suggests that either the distance be-
tween, or orientation of, the dipoles is varying within the clus-
ters. However, we know that the cluster symmetry is consis-
tent from the evolution ofM2 implying that it is strictly the
dipole orientations that are inconsistent from cluster to cluster.
Turning our attention to spheres (Figure 3 column 2) one no-
tices immediately the tendency for each replica to converge to
broadly similar values for all three measures. The fluctuations
in the closing stages of the evolution in M and Um, appear-
ing from a clearly previously well-defined pathway, can be
attributed to the lower structural rigidity of the sphere trimer.
The structure can be deformed more easily by the evaporating
droplet than its cube counterpart, which partially stabilises it-
self due to steric hindrance. Prior to this deviation, the values
between replicas are broadly self-consistent.
Comparing between the particle types we note the similar-
ity in the values of M2, suggesting the equivalency in the
structural arrangements for both cluster types, emphasised by
the inset snapshots of Figure 3. For the two magnetic parame-
ters, we can see a clear-cut spread in the values for cubes and
the pathways to arrive there, this is not the case for spheres
where a much clearer consistency is found. This allows us
to conclude that the spherical particle clusters offer the best
opportunity to not only reliably and reproducibly attain a con-
sistent cluster geometry but also reliably reproduce equivalent
magnetic configurations and characteristics. For further con-
firmation and evidence of these assertions, the reader is en-
couraged to study the equivalent plots for n = 2, (4−10) that
appear in the Supporting Information (Figures S1-S8), where
similar behaviour is seen across clusters with different values
of n. If one looks at the pathways taken by the respective
particle types during confinement, cubes proceed via multiple
possible trajectories due to the complex free energy landscape
generated by the competition between steric and magnetic in-
teractions. In contrast, spheres proceed by one clearly defined
pathway characterised by two branches, visible in each of the
observables: the upper branch corresponds to spheres in a
chain configuration, the chain then deforms, buckles and col-
lapses to the lower branch which indicates flux closure and the
formation of a ring. The closure of the ring occurs at different
points in time for each replica as determined by the confine-
ment and the random Brownian fluctuations.
We can go one step further in our analysis and facilitate a
more quantitative comparison of the resultant cluster geom-
etry. For all replicas of a given cluster size we collated the
terminal values of each of the three observables. We sum-
marised this data in the form of a violin plot appearing in Fig-
ure 4, in which individual distributions of M2, M , and Um
are visualised for each cluster size n, where data for spheres
appear in blue and cubes in red. Each violin shows the prob-
ability density in the horizontal plane and the quantity under
consideration varies in the vertical plane. In terms of the sec-
ond moment of the mass distribution, we see that the struc-
tural similarity between clusters of spheres and cubes is very
strong, and the values ofM2 are in close proximity for a given
cluster size. Furthermore, we note that the spread of the val-
ues in either case is predominately very narrow, highlighting
the reproducibility of the structural arrangement of the clus-
ters in space. In general, the decrease in M2 with increas-
ing cluster size indicating an increase in the spherical symme-
try of the clusters. Considering next the magnetisation (total
dipole moment) of the clusters in the middle plot, the most no-
table difference to the previous quantity is that there are now
much broader distributions in the values for each cluster size
and particle type, this width does decrease for the spherical
case as the cluster size increases. Moreover, the size of the
spread is in general less for clusters of spheres. These obser-
vations are indicative of the fact that we have more variation
in the dipolar configurations achieved upon compression par-
ticularly so for the cubic particles. In the spherical case we see
a propensity for the clusters to do a better job of closing the
magnetic flux within the cluster, minimising it close to zero
5FIG. 3. Cluster Property Comparison. Plots of the measures used to describe and monitor the evolution of cluster formation. The data
shown is for a cluster size of n = 3. Equivalent plots for each of the other cluster sizes can be found in the Supporting Information (Figures S1-
S8). The grid of plots is arranged as follows, each column displays the data for each particle type, cubes (m = 4) and spheres (m = 2) on
the left and right respectively. In the upper row of plots we have the second moment of the mass distribution, (the cluster selection criterion),
followed below by the total dipole moment of a cluster, and ending with the magnetic interaction energy across the whole cluster. Each plot
shows the evolution of the respective quantity over the course of a simulation, the evolution is plotted in units of the simulation time-step ∆t.
Each quantity is normalised in the manner indicated to facilitate comparisons not only between particle types but also cluster sizes, where as
a reminder, µ = |µ| is the particle magnetic moment, n is the cluster size, and λ is the magnetic coupling parameter (see Methods). Fifty
replica compression runs were performed for each type of cluster for the given particle size. To aid further with readability, the evolution of
each replica was smoothed by calculating the moving average over 200 measures.
as cluster size increases. This highlights the magnetic frus-
tration felt by the cubic clusters on compression due the the
steric hindrance generated by the cubic geometry. The mag-
netic energy offers complementary insights into the magnetic
configurations. In this case, we notice that the energies of the
sphere clusters are distributed in a much narrower fashion in
comparison to the cube counterparts. The energy per particle
is seen to broadly decrease with growing cluster size, discon-
tinuities in this trend are likely due to the frustrations induced
by an additional particle being difficult to incorporate in the
previous structure type. If we consider the magnetisation and
magnetic energy simultaneously we believe we can offer an
explanation for the spread in the magnetisation observed for
both particle variants. In the spherical case, the tight spread of
cluster energies implies the dipoles are likely to be broadly in
the same orientation within a given cluster, the modest varia-
tion in the magnetisation is thus likely due to the fluctuations
of the dipoles around these given directions. Fluctuations are
possible due to the sphere’s ability in the simulation to rotate
freely even while bound in the cluster. In experiments how-
ever, even if rotations are hindered by van der Waals forces
between adjacent particles, we would expect a similar distri-
bution in the magnetisation due to thermal fluctuations act-
ing during compression prior to irreversible aggregation. We
do not expect these minor differences between clusters to in-
hibit the subsequent hierarchical assembly pathways. Con-
trastingly, for cubic clusters, the variation in cluster energy is
predominately due to dipoles becoming fixed in different ori-
entations within the structure. Once in a cluster, the rotational
freedom for the cubes is constrained by the presence of the
other particles in the arrangement, consequently fluctuations
of the dipole around the average rotation are lessened in com-
parison to spheres. This observation suggests that the varia-
tions in magnetisation for cubic clusters are due to manifestly
different dipole orientations and thus configurations of cubes
within a cluster. This further cements the previous qualitative
observations that clusters of spheres are far better at reproduc-
ing not only the structural arrangement in space but also the
6FIG. 4. Cluster Property Distributions. In three violin plots we
summarise the observable of interest as a function of cluster size n,
for every replica at the end of the evaporation procedure. In the upper
plot we present the second moment of the mass distributionM2, in
the middle plot we look at the cluster magnetisation magnitude M ,
and in the lower plot we look at the total dipole interaction energy
across the cluster Um. We maintain the same normalisation strategy
as discussed for Figure 3. Distributions for sphere particle clusters
are shown in blue, while cube cluster are shown in red. The distribu-
tions drawn take into account only the available data and thus trun-
cate at its limits. A boxplot is drawn at the centre of each distribution
where the white circle denotes the median, the black bar denotes the
interquartile range and the black line denotes the maximum and min-
imum extent neglecting outliers. Viewing the data in this manner
confirms that while all clusters of cubes and spheres show repro-
ducible structural configurations, only clusters of magnetic spheres
show reproducible magnetic configurations.
magnetic arrangement. Our cubic systems can only reproduce
the former on a consistent basis. We therefore suggest that the
spherical variant is the most viable candidate for producing
a colloidal hierarchy of magnetic building blocks. In simple
terms this mean that we should theoretically be able to pro-
duce clusters of spheres with consistent shape and magnetic
configuration to be used for hierarchical assembly.
To confirm the validity of this statement, we have run sim-
ulations to test the hierarchical assembly capabilities of mag-
netic trimers, clusters formed by three magnetic spheres. In
the interest of simplicity, the trimers were considered ide-
alised versions of that appearing in Figure 2b. Namely, the
center of mass of each sphere was placed at the vertex of
an equilateral triangle defined by an edge length equal to the
sphere diameter. The dipoles were oriented perpendicular to
the displacement vector for each sphere, relative to an origin
at the triangle centroid. The trimers were confined to a strictly
two dimensional monolayer, where cluster rotations were only
permitted in plane. Simulations were conducted on a bulk
system where the number of clusters was Nc = 1000. Peri-
odic boundary conditions were employed to mimic the bulk
of a monolayer. The system was initialised by placing clus-
ters at random positions and orientations at an area fraction of
ϕA = 0.4. Furthermore, due to the imposed two-dimensional
system geometry we arrived at a situation where clusters can
be considered as magnetic enantiomers of one another. To
account for this effect, three systems were propagated to see
the effects on their assembly. Two scenarios with systems of
clusters of one type were used, namely, where the dipole con-
figuration circulated in a clockwise and anticlockwise direc-
tion respectively. We adopt here a naming convention that fol-
lows the blue end of the dipole visualisation in the simulation
snapshots. The third scenario considered was a racemic mix-
ture of both cluster varieties. Further details on the simulation
method used to explore the cluster aggregation can be found in
the Methods section. Analysing the trajectories taken by the
three systems we could quickly identify the clockwise and an-
ticlockwise systems evolved in an equivalent fashion, whereas
pattern formation in the racemic mixture was frustrated due to
the different enantiomers being present. Nevertheless, enan-
tiopure crystallites are beginning to emerge as islands within
the bulk (see Figure S11). Experimentally it is not unrea-
sonable to anticipate phase separation of enantiomers in 2D
samples given enough equilibration time. Furthermore, non-
uniform magnetic fields could be used to separate enantiomers
or to prepare enantiopure samples by enforcing a certain ori-
entation of each trimer. One should note however that, at least
for the trimers, chirality is lost in 3D. Taking the clockwise
variant as an example of an enantiopure system, the results of
the cluster aggregation are shown in Figure 5, where we have
a cropped view of the simulation cell, a full view can be found
in Figure S9 of the Supporting Information. For Figure 5a-b
we see the positioning and dipolar arrangement of clusters in
the aggregated structure respectively. In Figure 5c-e we com-
partmentalise the repeating patterns found in the aggregated
monolayer to highlight a number of Archimedean lattices that
manifest in different aspects of the structure. These images
take a gradient from the respective structural snapshot and
morph gradually into a simple rendering of the lattice we wish
to highlight. It is clear from Figure 5a that we have the forma-
tion of a hierarchical well-ordered lattice structure, in which
point defects and dislocations are still evident. It should be
noted that this structure formed spontaneously under the simu-
lation condition, with no use of more sophisticated simulation
techniques to optimise the structure. The characteristic motif
within the structure is evidently the interlinking six-membered
rings. Turning to Figure 5b we visualise the dipoles within
each cluster. The center of mass for each cluster is indicated
by a silver sphere to act as a reference and to aid with the
comparison to the other visualisations. One can note that the
7FIG. 5. Cluster Aggregation A single snapshot from the monolayer simulation at a concentration of ϕA = 0.4 for clockwise trimers. The
field of view within the simulation has been reduced to allow more detail to be seen, a complete field of view of the simulation can be found
in Figure S9 of the Supporting Information. Each image (a-e) is of the same region within the monolayer. (a) Main structural arrangement of
the clusters. (b) We peer inside the clusters here, highlighting the arrangement of the dipoles (red-blue bar) within, the center of mass of each
cluster is indicated by the grey sphere. In (c-e) we showcase the different Archimedean lattice structures co-existing within the monolayer. In
these images we transition from the relevant snapshot image (left) to a simplified visualisation of the lattice (right) to highlight the repeating
pattern. (c) A kagome lattice formed by the arrangement of the dipoles in the monolayer structure. (d) A bounce lattice formed across the
monolayer by the individual particles constituting each cluster. (e) A honeycomb lattice in the monolayer formed by considering the centre of
mass of each cluster. Corresponding images for the anticlockwise and racemic systems can be found in Figure S10 & S11 of the supporting
information respectively.
dipolar configuration is characterised by archetypal ring for-
mation, albeit with a hexagonal flavour. Considering now the
ordering of the clusters within the monolayer we can make a
number of identification of how the aggregate repeats in space.
The pattern arsing from dipole alignment can be character-
ized as a kagome lattice, as shown in Figure 5c. In Figure 5d,
by considering the constituent particles of each cluster as lat-
tice points, we find the particles arrange themselves into a so-
called bounce lattice. Finally, if we treat the center of mass
of each cluster as a lattice point, we find a honeycomb lattice
as shown in Figure 5e. The repeating lattice patterns present
in the monolayer are well understood and quantified, how-
ever the bounce lattice, in particular, has not yet been seen in
colloidal systems. Having broken down the repeating struc-
ture of the monolayer into its constituent parts, it is clear to
see the complex ordering one can obtain in both the topo-
logical and magnetic characteristic of the monolayer. This
was achieved by the use of hierarchical assembly: constituent
magnetic particles were formed into a larger unit, a building
block, the structure and magnetic configuration of which di-
rectly influenced the subsequent level of assembly were the
building blocks aggregated to form the ordered monolayer. In
the case of trimers, we have clearly shown proof of concept for
such a protocol with this kind of spherical magnetic particle.
This route offers the possibility of engineering hierarchical
colloidal materials that are magnetically reactive.
8CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have introduced via computer simulation
a viable way to prepare colloidal magnetic building blocks
by confining magnetic cubes and spheres into small clusters.
While the lower symmetry of the magnetic cubes frustrates
the magnetic arrangement during confinement, clusters made
of magnetic spheres show exquisitely reproducible magnetic
configurations for clusters of up to ten particles. We have
shown that magnetic sphere trimers (clusters made of three
magnetic spheres) readily assemble into ordered monolayers
showing three of the eleven Archimedian lattice symmetries.
The method presented in this work opens up new avenues
for colloidal self-assembly using building blocks that can be
prepared in bulk and interact with highly specific interactions
without the need of additional costly chemical functionaliza-
tions.
METHODS
Computer Simulation
Model. The particles in this work were constructed from
sub-units of spheres using a real and virtual particle scheme
to encapsulate rigid body motion. A real site is placed at a
particle’s center of mass, relative to which virtual particles
are positioned, building up the particle surface. The details of
this scheme for particle construction are discussed in detail
in Ref. 42. In contrast to the previous work the positioning
and sizing of the sites comprising the particle surface has
evolved. The surface is constructed from overlapping spheres
of equal diameter, positioned equidistantly from each other
on a lattice lying at the boundary defined by the following
equation describing the geometry of the superball surface,(
2x
h
)m
+
(
2y
h
)m
+
(
2z
h
)m
= 1, (4)
where h is the height of the particle and m is the shape
parameter that sets the roundness of the particle edges and
vertices[43]. The diameter of the surface sites was set by the
number of sites used relative to the lattice spacing. The sur-
face particles were placed on the boundary according to the
routine outlined for the surface charges appearing in Ref. 44.
At the coordinates of each surface site the normal to the sur-
face was calculated according to,
F =
(
2x
h
)m
+
(
2y
h
)m
+
(
2z
h
)m
− 1;
nˆ(x, y, x) =
∇F
|∇F | .
(5)
The particle was then shifted by h2 in the direction of −nˆ.
In this manner, the edges of surface sites lie on the boundary
defined in Equation 4. The number of surface sites used is
equal to 150, i.e. 25 per face in the case of a cube particle.
This number was determined based upon a trade off between
efficacy and accuracy.
We have studied superball particles with m = 2 (spheres)
and m = 4 (cubes) exclusively. The shape of the cubic mag-
netic particles is based on those appearing in Ref. 31 that are
composed of hematite. The magnetic character of hematite
particles can be suitably approximated by a dipole placed in
the centre of the superball. Similarly we use the dipole mo-
ment orientation reported therein, namely a 12◦ tilt from the
space diagonal towards the cube face. The dipole orienta-
tion relative to the sphere geometry is irrelevant due to the
symmetry present. In the experimental system hematite su-
perballs with m = 4 had a height of h = (L+ 2t) = 1335nm
where L = 1135nm denotes the height of the magnetic core
and t = 100nm was the thickness of a silica shell. At this
point it is useful to define a number of pertinent reduced units
used during simulations. Namely, temperature as T ∗ = kT/,
magnetic moment (µ∗)2 = µ0µ2/4pih3, energy U∗ = U/
and displacement r∗ = r/h. Where the following identifi-
cations are made: k the Boltzmann constant,  the energy pa-
rameter, and µ0 vacuum permittivity. In these simulation units
the particle height becomes h∗ = 1. This results in a super-
ball volume of ν∗sb(m = 4.0) = 0.810248. It follows that for
ν∗sb(m = 2) = 0.810248 we require h
∗ = 1.156662. This
scaling correlates with the behaviour in experimental systems
as the magnitude of a particle’s magnetic moment scales with
the volume of the particle |µ| ∝ ν. We keep ν∗sb constant
when moving from cubes to spheres, a restriction that is com-
pensated for by an increase in the sphere diameter. In other
words, we created a spherical analogue to the established cu-
bic particles. Illustrations of the particle models for spheres
and cubes are found in Figure 1b and 1c respectively.
We can link the simulation and experimental realms by
characterising the system using the magnetic coupling param-
eter,
λ =
Fµ0µ2p
8pi(L+ 2t)3kT
=
F(µ∗)2
2T ∗
;
where
F =
5 + cos
(
2
[
θ + cos−1
(√
6
3
)])
4
≈ 1.2303 for θ = 12◦,
(6)
relating the magnetic and thermal energy[31]. The quantity
F is a structural pre-factor relating to the dipole tilt angle
θ and the two particle ground state. An experimental value
of λ was calculated for the cubic particles discussed, with
T = 100◦C (temperature of the system during droplet evap-
oration) and µp = 2.8 × 10−15Am−2 (for hematite), re-
sulting in λ = 39.3435. By choosing T ∗ = 1 in simula-
tions, the corresponding magnetic moment was calculated as
µ∗ = 7.99735 ∼ 8 and used for both particle types. The short
range interaction between particles was treated as the sum of
repulsive contributions between each spherical sub-unit, char-
9FIG. 6. Droplet Evaporation Visualisation of the droplet evapo-
ration scheme used in simulation for a cluster size of n = 3. The
droplet radius Rk is systematically decreased over the course of the
simulation according the the curve appearing in red. The correspond-
ing reduction in the droplet volume is shown in blue. The curves are
both plotted as a function of the time-step ∆t∗
.
acterised by the Weeks-Chandler-Anderson potential,
Us(r) =
{
4
[
( σr−roff )
12 − ( σr−roff )6
]
+ , r < rc + roff
0, r > rc + roff
,
(7)
where r is the displacement between surface sites on opposing
particles and σ denotes the surface site diameter and energy
parameter  defines the energy scale. The cut-off radius rc, at
which the interaction potential becomes zero, is defined to be
rc = 2
1/6σ. An offset radius roff was employed to tune the
location where the potential falls to zero. In order to steepen
the potential, making it less soft, we used σ and roff in tandem
to achieve this. Namely, we actually mirror a hard particle
diameter of σ by setting σ = R and roff = R, where R is
the virtual site radii. This produces a steeper more hardcore
potential that still falls to zero beyond σ. The magnetic inter-
action is approximated using the dipole potential,
Um(r,µ1,µ2) =
µ0
4pi
[
(µ1 · µ2)
r3
− 3 (µ1 · r) (µ2 · r)
r5
]
,
(8)
where r denotes the vector between dipoles µ1 and µ2, with
a magnitude of r = |r|.
Droplet Evaporation. Simulations were conducted on iso-
lated clusters of particles ranging in size from n = (2 − 10),
for both m = 2, 4. Individual runs were initialised by ran-
domly distributing in both position and orientation n parti-
cles confined to the inside of a sphere of radius R∗i =
(n+2)
2 ,
within a three dimensional non-periodic simulation box. The
sphere is present to imitate the evaporating droplet from the
experimental systems alluded to in the main text. The sur-
face sites of particles also interacted with the confining sphere
via the potential in Equation 7. The initial sphere radius R∗i
was chosen sufficiently large to not preferentially bias the sys-
tem into any particular area of the free energy landscape. The
system was propagated according to Langevin molecular dy-
namics, the use of which in this context is discussed in detail
in previous studies [42, 45]. Due to the non-periodicity of
the system the dipolar interaction was calculated using direct
summation. As noted earlier all simulations were conducted
at T ∗ = 1 and with particle magnetic moments of µ∗ ∼ 8.
The time step used was ∆t∗ = 0.001. During the course of a
single cluster simulation the confining sphere was reduced in
size according to the following equation,
R∗k = R
∗
i (0.99)
k, (9)
where Rk is the radius after k iterations. In Figure 6, we
plot the variation of Rk (red) over the course of a simulation
for a cluster size of n = 3 and as a function of ∆t∗, along-
side we plot the corresponding droplet volume (blue) given by
V ∗ = 4piR
∗
k
3
3 . Setting a rate constant of 0.99 ensures the par-
ticles contained are confined gradually, and able to stay in a
quasi-equilibrium state. This scheme approximates the grad-
ual evaporation of the water from the droplets in experiment.
One can view this as a simulated annealing protocol, which
instead of acting on temperature acts on the sphere size. This
allows the free energy landscape to be properly explored es-
pecially when replica simulations are used. In this case 50
replicas were performed for each value of m and n. After
each reduction in droplet size or kth iteration the system was
propagated for 2.0 × 104 ∆t∗ to allow for equilibration. The
evolution of droplet evaporation was observed and recorded:
observables (energy etc.) every 1.0 × 102 ∆t∗ and particle
configurations once immediately prior to the next confinement
iteration. Simulations were stopped when the force on the
confining sphere was seen to diverge, i.e. the point at which
the particles begin to penetrate the confinement. A schematic
of the procedure using real simulation data is shown in Fig-
ure 1a.
From the 50 replicas given for each m and n the one
achieving the lowest value of the second moment of the mass
distribution (Equation 1) was selected for visualisation. In
previous studies this was reported as a effective parameter
with which to differentiate clusters [32, 39, 46]. Simulations
in this study were performed using ESPResSo 3.3.0 [47].
Similar simulation schemes to this i.e. at constant volume in
the NVT ensemble have been shown to achieve indistinguish-
able results to those conducted using the NPT ensemble.[48]
Cluster Aggregation. For the simulations of spherical par-
ticle trimers we abandoned the use of the composite sphere
model discussed above, and reverted to a simple dipolar
soft sphere implementation characterised by the potentials in
Equation 7 and Equation 8. This choice was made to im-
prove the efficacy of the simulations and absence of the need
to compare to the cubic case. Moreover, the magnetic mo-
ment of the particles was reduced to µ∗ = 2.5, whilst the tem-
perature and particle size were kept constant. This allowed
for more widespread recombination of clusters, facilitating a
more rapid and representative equilibration of the system. At
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high dipole moments you get locked and stuck very quickly in
metastable states. A lower dipole moment means the free en-
ergy landscape is less extreme and metastablity is less preva-
lent. Furthermore, you could argue that annealing in experi-
ment or simulation would allow one to achieve the same end
at higher dipole moments. By reducing the dipole moment we
have negated the need for this approach. The magnitude of the
dipole moment simply alters the kinetics of the situation but
not the final structures, which are of interest here. A further
experimental justification of this approach is due to the fact
that the spherical particles are magnetic cubes surrounded by
a polystyrene shell effectively shielding the dipole moment.
In terms of the short-range interaction the value of roff is set
such that the net force between two particles at close contact
due to the total interaction potential is zero. Furthermore, the
energy parameter was increased to  = 1000 to reduce the
softness of the interaction.
Simulations were conducted on systems of Nc = 1000
clusters, in a strictly two dimensional geometry, i.e. clus-
ters were not permitted to rotate out of plane, only in-plane.
Periodic boundary conditions were implemented and dipolar
interactions were handled using the P3M algorithm in combi-
nation with a dipole layer correction, both with an accuracy
on the order of 10−4 in the forces[49, 50]. Due to the fixed
monolayer geometry of the system, three situations arise in
terms of dipole configurations due to the effect of chirality.
The first being a system of clusters where the dipole config-
uration of each cluster circulates in one direction i.e. anti-
clockwise. The second being the antithesis of this, a dipolar
configuration circulating in the other direction, i.e. clockwise.
The third option is a mixture of these two geometry-enforced
cluster types, we decided to investigate a 50:50 racemic mix-
ture of clockwise and anti-clockwise clusters.
Simulations were performed in the NVT ensemble,
where the system was initialised by randomly placing and
rotating the clusters within the plane at an area fraction of
ϕA = 0.4. The system was then propagated again using
Langevin molecular dynamics from this initial configuration
for a total of 2.0 × 105 ∆t∗, with ∆t∗ = 0.001 as before.
Configurations were recorded at intervals of 1.0 × 103 ∆t∗
to monitor the evolution of the aggregation. Simulations
were again performed using ESPResSo 3.3.0[47]. The final
recorded configuration was then visualised and feature as the
snapshots in the main text and Supporting Information. For
the visualisation of the sub-lattices within the aggregate cut-
off radii were used to draw the bonds, where R∗b = 1.4, and
R∗hc = 2.1 for the bounce and honeycomb lattice respectively.
For the dipolar kagome lattice, the visualisation was created
by drawing tangents along the dipole moments.
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Cluster Property Comparison.
In Figures S1-S8 we showcase the data for the other cluster sizes investigated in this work and not singularly
shown in the main text, namely n = 2, [4, 10]. It is important to recall however that this cluster data is
summarised in Figure 5 of the manuscript as well. As a reminder to the reader, Figures S1-S8 describe and
monitor cluster formation for each cluster size respectively and compare the evolution for sphere and cube
clusters. The plot grid displays the data for each particle type in each column, cubes (m = 4) and spheres
(m = 2). Each cluster property observable is plotted in each row as follows, second moment of the mass
distribution M2, total dipole moment of a cluster M , and the total magnetic interaction energy Um. Each
quantity is normalised to allow the data for different cluster sizes to be viewed on an equal footing. The
evolution of each quantity is plotted in units of the simulation time-step ∆t. The fifty replica compression
runs performed for each type of cluster are shown in each plot, provided that the run completed successfully.
The evolution of each replica was smoothed by calculating the moving average over 200 measures.
The same conclusions reached in the manuscript with regards to the similarities and differences in cluster
formation for cubes and spheres are applicable for the cluster sizes shown here, save for a few minor points
which we will address shortly. The conclusion of the manuscript can be summarised as the ability of sphere
clusters to repeatedly reproduce the same structural arrangements of the constituent particles but also their
dipole configurations as well. Cubes struggle to achieve both, managing the former, not the latter. This
summary holds true for n=[4, 9], where we see a convergence of M2, M , and Um for all replicas in the case
of spherical particles, but multiple final values in M , and Um but not M2 for cube clusters indicating the
structural consistency but magnetic frustration. In the case of n = 2 we have some broader variations in
the terminal values of M , and Um in the replicas, this can be attributed to the fact that, as the evaporation
process comes to an end, the linearity of the structure makes it less rigid and therefore more susceptible
to deformations by the evaporating droplet. A similar observation can be made for the spherical cluster
of n = 10, where Um has a bifurcation, a sign of two structures with different dipolar configurations. We
attribute this to the fact that as the cluster size increases, the number of available microstates increases
rapidly, making it harder for the system to consistently rearrange to the same final state, it seems the n = 10
is where this effect begins to manifest.
S2
Figure S1: Cluster Size: n = 2
S3
Figure S2: Cluster Size: n = 4
S4
Figure S3: Cluster Size: n = 5
S5
Figure S4: Cluster Size: n = 6
S6
Figure S5: Cluster Size: n = 7
S7
Figure S6: Cluster Size: n = 8
S8
Figure S7: Cluster Size: n = 9
S9
Figure S8: Cluster Size: n = 10
S10
Cluster Aggregation
In this section we reproduce the monolayer snapshots in the full field of view. The clockwise case is shown
in Figure S9. In contrast to the manuscript, in Figure S9c-e we visualise the lattice pattern only and do not
show the gradient transition. This choice holds for the subsequent figures as well. In Figure S10 we show
the monolayer for the anticlockwise oriented cluster. As can be seen from the stills, the structure of the
aggregated monolayer is akin to the clockwise variant as one would expect. However, moving to Figure S11
where we visualise the racemic mixture, one clearly notes that the monolayer is significantly less aggregated.
The presence of the two enantiomers frustrates the self-assembly process resulting only in small areas of
agglomeration between clusters of the same handedness. Given sufficient time one would expect the system
to perform a kind of phase separation into distinct regions of each enantiomer. It is clear that when chirality
is imposed on the system due to the strict two dimensional topology of the monolayer that enatiomerically
pure systems offer the best route to hierarchical assembly.
S11
Figure S9: Monolayer Snapshot: Clockwise trimers only at ϕA = 0.4 (a) Monolayer structure. (b) Dipole
configuration, where the centre of mass of each cluster is indicated by the sliver sphere. (c) Dipole lattice
with kagome symmetry. (d) Particle lattice with bounce symmetry. (e) Lattice based on the cluster centre
of mass with honeycomb symmetry.
S12
Figure S10: Monolayer Snapshot: Anticlockwise trimers only at ϕA = 0.4 (a) Monolayer structure. (b)
Dipole configuration, where the centre of mass of each cluster is indicated by the sliver sphere. (c) Dipole
lattice with kagome symmetry. (d) Particle lattice with bounce symmetry. (e) Lattice based on the cluster
centre of mass with honeycomb symmetry.
S13
Figure S11: Monolayer Snapshot: Racemic mixture of trimers at ϕA = 0.4 (a) Monolayer structure. (b)
Dipole configuration, where the centre of mass of each cluster is indicated by the sliver sphere. (c) Dipole
‘lattice’.(d) Particle ‘lattice’. (e) Lattice based on the cluster centre of mass. (c-e) Lattice formation here is
extremely limited and only occurs in isolated regions and has minimal extent.
S14
